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Although common sense and connotative knowledge come naturally to most people, computers
still struggle to perform well on tasks for which such extratextual information is required.
Automatic approaches to sentiment analysis and irony detection have revealed that the lack of
such world knowledge undermines classification performance. In this article, we therefore address
the challenge of modeling implicit or prototypical sentiment in the framework of automatic
irony detection. Starting from manually annotated connoted situation phrases (e.g., “flight
delays,” “sitting the whole day at the doctor’s office”), we defined the implicit sentiment held
towards such situations automatically by using both a lexico-semantic knowledge base and a
data-driven method. We further investigate how such implicit sentiment information affects
irony detection by assessing a state-of-the-art irony classifier before and after it is informed with
implicit sentiment information.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the Web 2.0, information sharing has acquired a new dimension.
Gifted with the ability to contribute actively to Web content, people constantly share
their ideas and opinions using services like Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp. Similarly
to face-to-face interactions, Web users strive for efficient communication, limiting the
amount of conversation to what is necessarily required to understand the message and
leave obvious things unstated. As such, the utterance “He lacks social responsibility”
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will be perceived as negative, because it is obvious for most people that social respon-
sibility is a positive human quality. These obvious things are part of common sense:
knowledge that people have of the world they live in, and that serves as a basis to form
judgments and ideas (Cambria et al. 2009).

Although this commonsense knowledge often refers to the obvious factual things
people normally know about the world they live in, it can also refer to the affective in-
formation associated with these real-world events, actions, or objects. This connotative
knowledge, or typical sentiment related to real-world concepts, comes naturally to most
people, but is far from trivial for computers. Perhaps the most salient example of this
are sentiment analysis systems, which show good performance on explicit sentiment
expressions (e.g., “brilliant” in Example (1) (e.g., Van Hee et al. 2014; Deriu et al. 2016;
Mohammad, Sobhani, and Kiritchenko 2016), but struggle with text fragments that
involve implicit sentiment (e.g., “shuts down at 40%” in Example (2).

(1) 3000th tweet dedicated to Andy Carroll and West Ham, brilliant start to the
season!

(2) Since last update iPhone 6 battery shuts down at 40%.

Such implicit sentiment or connotative knowledge (i.e., the feeling a concept gen-
erally invokes for a person or a group of people) is also referred to as prototypical
sentiment (Hoste et al. 2016). Like in Example (2), prototypical sentiment expressions
are devoid of subjective words and rely on common sense shared by the speaker and
receiver in an interaction. To be able to grasp such implied sentiment, sentiment analysis
systems require additional knowledge that provides insight into the world we live in
and affective information associated with natural language concepts.

Although modeling implicit sentiment is still in its infancy (Cambria et al. 2016),
such linking of concepts or situations to implicit sentiment will open new perspectives
in natural language processing (NLP) applications, not only for sentiment analysis
tasks, but also for any type of tasks that involves semantic text processing, such as
automatic irony detection and the detection of cyberharassment (Dinakar et al. 2012;
Van Hee et al. 2015). Although automatic systems perform well in deriving particular
information from a given text (i.e., the meaning of a word in context, emotions expressed
by the author of a text), they often struggle to perform tasks where extratextual infor-
mation is necessary to grasp the meaning of an utterance.

As mentioned earlier, one typical application where the lack of such implicit infor-
mation becomes apparent is automatic irony detection. Irony is traditionally defined as
a rhetorical device where an evaluative utterance expresses the opposite of what is ac-
tually intended (e.g., Grice 1978; Burgers 2010; Camp 2012). This implies the expression
of a positive evaluation when a negative one is intended, or vice versa. By doing so,
speakers often rely on un-uttered knowledge such as mutually shared information or
world knowledge. An example of such implied (subjective) information is contained
in the ironic utterance “Cannot wait to go to the dentist tomorrow!”. The apparent
positive polarity expressed by “cannot wait” is contrasted with the negative sentiment
implied by a visit to the dentist. The latter can be considered a prototypical unpleasant
activity; that is, even without explicit sentiment words, users understand its negative
connotation. Observing this contrast enables its listener to infer that the utterance is
meant ironically. The human brain excels at understanding such implicit meanings, as
people learn from experiences and feel certain emotions based on appraisals (Scherer
1999) and inferences from related experiences. Computers, by contrast, lack such world
knowledge and can only rely on what they have learned from specific data.
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In fact, when modeling subjectivity and sentiments in text, commonly used ap-
proaches include lexicon-based and statistical or machine learning methods (Liu 2015;
Cambria et al. 2017). The majority of these approaches focus on identifying explicit
sentiment clues in text: Lexicon-based approaches make use of sentiment dictionaries
(e.g., Wilson, Wiebe, and Hoffmann 2005; Mohammad and Turney 2013) and machine
learning sentiment classifiers generally exploit features that represent explicit sentiment
clues, like bags-of-words, punctuation marks, flooded characters, and so forth. Much
more challenging is detecting implicit sentiment, or identifying non-evaluative words
that evoke a particular sentiment.

In this article, we confront the challenge of automatically recognizing implicit sen-
timent in tweets and we explore whether such implicit sentiment information benefits
automatic irony detection. Several studies have underlined the importance of implicit
sentiment for irony detection (e.g., Riloff et al. 2013; Wallace 2015); here, we present, to
our knowledge, the first attempt to model implicit sentiment by using both a lexico-
semantic knowledge base and a data-driven approach based on real-time tweets. More-
over, manual annotations of our irony data set allowed us to evaluate the approach
using gold-standard connoted situations such as going to the dentist. Next, the validity
of our approach to model implicit sentiment is assessed by evaluating the performance
of a state-of-the-art irony detection system before and after informing it with implicit
sentiment information.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an over-
view of related research on irony detection and implicit sentiment modeling, and
Sections 3, 4, and 5 zoom in on the different experimental set-ups. In Section 3, we
present a state-of-the-art irony detection system and in Section 4 we investigate the
feasibility to model implicit sentiment in an automatic way. Exploring whether implicit
sentiment information benefits irony detection is the focus of Section 5. Section 6 con-
cludes and suggests some directions for future research.

2. Modeling Implicit Sentiment

Modeling implicit sentiment is not a new challenge. Efforts to tackle this problem have
been undertaken in different research areas, among others, sentiment analysis, content
analysis in journalism, and irony detection. Although early work by Lin et al. (2006)
investigated how to identify the perspective from which a document is written auto-
matically, it is Greene (2007) and Wilson (2008) who have pioneered implicit sentiment
research. Greene introduced the concept of what he later called syntactic packaging
(Greene and Resnik 2009) and demonstrated the influence of syntactic choices on the
perceived implicit sentiment of news headlines. He showed, for instance, that the active
voice tends to attribute a greater sense of responsibility to the agent of a sentence,
causing “a soldier veered his jeep into a crowded market and killed three civilians”
to be perceived as more negative toward the soldier than “a soldier’s jeep veered into
a crowded market, causing three civilian deaths.” Wilson annotated objective polar
utterances or statements that describe positive or negative factual information about
something (e.g., “The camera broke the first time I used it”) in meeting report content.
A similar study was conducted by Toprak, Jakob, and Gurevych (2010), who annotated
objective polar utterances in consumer reviews, but named them polar facts. Deng
and Wiebe (2014) detected implicit sentiment by inferencing over explicit sentiment
expressions, namely, through implicature rules (i.e., “goodFor” and “badFor”), describ-
ing events that have either a positive or negative effect on objects or entities. Ebrahimi
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(2013) tackled this problem in the medical domain and exploited disease symptoms as
negative implicit sentiment features to predict side effects in drug reviews.

Implicit or prototypical sentiment is part of common sense, meaning that the infor-
mation is not explicitly mentioned, but implicitly shared by the participants in a con-
versation. It is important to note, however, that this implied sentiment does not apply
for every individual: Although studying chemistry all weekend may have an implied
negative sentiment for most people, it is highly probable that some individuals would
love to study chemistry all weekend.

To make such information available to machines, the past few years have wit-
nessed a number of efforts to construct common sense databases. Among the most
well-known are probably Cyc (Lenat 1995), WordNet (Miller 1995), FrameNet (Fillmore,
Johnson, and Petruck 2003), and DBPedia (Lehmann et al. 2015). These knowledge
bases present structured objective information (e.g., “the sun is very hot,” “a coat is used
for keeping warm”) or add semantic links between entries in the form of triples, such as
〈dentist〉 is a 〈doctor〉. For sentiment analysis, however, there is an additional need
for knowledge about the typical sentiments people hold toward specific concepts or
entities and situations. Initiatives to represent such information include the OMCS
(Open Mind Common Sense) knowledge base, containing neutral and subjective state-
ments entered by volunteer web users and through a GWAP.1 ConceptNet (Speer and
Havasi 2013) was developed as a framework to represent the statements in OMCS so
that they can be computationally processed. In SentiWordNet, each WordNet synset is
associated with three numerical scores describing how objective, positive, and negative
the terms in the synset are. Finally, SenticNet (Cambria et al. 2016) is a knowledge
and sentics database aiming to make conceptual and affective information more easily
accessible to machines. Mainly built upon ConceptNet, the knowledge base contains
commonsense information for 50,000 concepts and outperforms other resources for
sentiment analysis tasks (Cambria et al. 2016).

Seminal work on constructing similar knowledge bases has also been done on a
smaller scale. For instance, Balahur et al. (2011) constructed a knowledge base contain-
ing situation descriptions that evoke particular emotions. They built EmotiNet, a data-
base containing <actor – action – patient – emotion> tuples from the ISEAR-corpus,2

a collection of self-reported situations in which respondents experienced particular
emotions such as joy, anger, and disgust. The database was expanded by extracting
connotative information from Twitter (i.e., bootstrapping by using seed words like
“failure” and “disease”), and using ConceptNet (Speer and Havasi 2013). The devel-
opment of EmotiNet is grounded in Appraisal Theory (Scherer 1999) and aims to store
emotional reactions to real-world contexts (e.g., “I’m going to a family party because
my mother obliges me to”→ disgust). The knowledge base was used to learn intrinsic
properties of entities and situations in journalistic text that trigger certain emotions like
“refugees” and “being sentenced” (Balahur and Tanev 2016). Feng et al. (2013) created
a connotation lexicon that determines the underlying sentiment of seemingly objective
words (e.g., cooperation(+), overcharge(-)) and the general connotation of named entities
(e.g., Einstein(+), Osama(-)). Zhang and Liu (2011) hypothesized that resource phrases
(e.g., “this washer uses a lot of electricity”) are important carriers of implicit sentiment.
They automatically extracted resource terms like “water” and “money” with resource

1 Game With a Purpose: A computer game which integrates human intervention in a computational process
in an entertaining way.

2 International Survey on Emotion Antecedents and Reactions corpus.
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usage verbs such as “use” and “spend” and found that, when occurring together, they
often imply a positive or negative sentiment. To be able to identify implicit sentiment
expressions below the sentence level, Van de Kauter, Desmet, and Hoste (2015) de-
veloped the first fine-grained annotation scheme for implicit sentiment in financial
newswire text. The scheme is able to pinpoint phrases that express explicit (so-called
private states) and implicit (polar facts) sentiment. They demonstrated the validity of
the fine-grained sentiment annotations by comparing them to two baseline sentiment
classification methods (i.e., lexicon- and machine-learning-based) for sentiment analysis
in financial news text and found that the former largely outperformed the baselines
(Van de Kauter, Breesch, and Hoste 2015).

These studies have mostly tackled implicit sentiment modeling to improve auto-
matic sentiment analysis. Research on automatic irony detection, however, has also
uncovered the need to model common sense. Among other researchers, Riloff et al.
(2013) and Van Hee, Lefever, and Hoste (2016b) demonstrated that a common form
of irony includes an utterance in which a positive evaluation (e.g., “cannot wait”
or “so happy”) targets a prototypical negative situation (e.g., “go to the dentist,”
“flight delay”). Whereas the former can mostly be identified using sentiment lexicons,
the latter requires implicit sentiment resources, which are (i) much more scarce and
(ii) often tailored toward a specific domain—for instance, family situations (Balahur
et al. 2011). To tackle this problem, Riloff et al. bootstrapped negative situation phrases
in the vicinity of positive seed words like “love.” They showed that such seed words are
useful to find prototypical negative concepts (e.g., “working” was learned as a negative
situation as it followed “I love” in ironic text) and showed that integrating polarity
contrasts based on implicit sentiment outperformed the n-gram baseline for irony detec-
tion with three points. The authors pointed, however, to some important restrictions of
their approach, namely, that (i) only negative verb phrases were considered as connoted
situations, and (ii) attached (prepositional) phrases were not captured. For instance, in
the phrases “working on my last day of summer” and “working late 2 days in a row,”
only “working” was considered a negative situation. Comparable research was done
by Joshi, Sharma, and Bhattacharyya (2015), who used lexical and pragmatic features
for irony detection, but also integrated explicit and implicit incongruity features. They
applied the same strategy as Riloff et al. to infer implicit sentiment, but included posi-
tive situation phrases as well and retained subsumed polarity phrases (e.g., “working
late 2 days in a row”). Their system outperformed a baseline exploiting merely lex-
ical features with approximately four points on a corpus of hashtag-labeled tweets
(i.e., tweets with a #sarcasm hashtag were considered ironic, tweets devoid of such a
hashtag were not ironic), but it did not outperform the baseline on a smaller, manually
labeled irony corpus.

Both of these studies take a bootstrapping approach to model implicit sentiment.
They make use of polar patterns (e.g., “I love [...]”, “[...] makes me sick”) to extract
connoted situation phrases with opposite polarity. When extracting n-grams nearby
a positive polar expression, they take its negative implicit polarity for granted. In
this article, we manually annotated such situation phrases and propose a method to
define the polarity of the phrases automatically in an open setting (i.e., without domain
restrictions or seed words) by analyzing how people talk about the situations on Twitter.
The above-mentioned studies use Twitter as the source of implicit or prototypical sen-
timent, but the bootstrapping algorithm collects information from a single tweet. For
instance, if the algorithm encounters the tweet “How I love sunny mornings #sarcasm,”
“sunny mornings” is added to the negative situation phrases as it follows the ironic
utterance “how I love.” In this study, on the contrary, we infer prototypical sentiment
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toward a situation as derived from a collection of tweets, and, therefore, felt by multiple
people.

Karoui et al. (2015) hypothesized that factual oppositions (i.e., ‘not P’ while it can
be verified that P is true) are good indicators for irony. Their automatic irony detection
approach consisted in three steps: First, they identified, based on a rich feature set,
whether a tweet is ironic. Second, if a tweet is classified as non-ironic, they searched
for negated facts, such as “#Valls is not the interior minister” in the tweet “#Valls has
learnt that Sarkozy was wiretapped in newspapers. Fortunately he is not the interior
minister.” Those facts were verified using external resources like Wikipedia. Third, if
the facts were found to be true (i.e., Valls is the interior minister), then the tweet’s
initial classification label was changed to “ironic.” This way, the authors proposed a
novel method to integrate pragmatic context from external resources to detect the irony.
Our approach is similar in that we also make use of extra-textual information, to infer
implicit sentiment or common sense. However, we believe we take a more inclusive
approach to irony detection by focusing on polarity oppositions, which show to be very
frequent in ironic tweets (see subsequent discussion). In fact, our corpus analysis reveals
that factual oppositions only occur in one particular type of ironic tweets (i.e., other
verbal irony) and represent a small portion (16%) of these tweets.

3. Automatic Irony Detection

In this section, we describe our baseline/preliminary methodology for automatic irony
detection in English tweets. The main question we aim to answer here is, Can ironic
instances be automatically detected in English tweets and, if so, which information sources con-
tribute most to classification performance? To this purpose, we take a supervised machine
learning approach and investigate the informativeness of a varied feature set, including
among others lexical, syntactic, and semantic features. The analysis of the experimental
results reveals the need to also model implicit sentiment information, which will be
investigated in the next section.

We start this section with a brief overview of the state of the art in irony detection.3

Next, a detailed description of our irony modeling approach is given. This includes the
presentation of a manually annotated irony corpus and details on how we developed
our irony detection pipeline and experimented with different information sources for
the task.

3.1 State of the Art in Irony Detection

Research in NLP has recently seen various attempts to tackle irony detection. As de-
scribed by Joshi, Bhattacharyya, and Carman (2017), irony modeling approaches can
roughly be classified into rule-based and machine learning methods. Whereas rule-
based approaches mostly rely on lexical information and require no training (e.g., Veale
and Hao 2010; Maynard and Greenwood 2014; Khattri et al. 2015), machine learning
does utilize training data and exploits various information sources (or features), includ-
ing bags of words, syntactic patterns, sentiment information, and semantic relatedness
(Davidov, Tsur, and Rappoport 2010; Liebrecht, Kunneman, and van den Bosch 2013;
Reyes, Rosso, and Veale 2013). Twitter has been a popular data genre for the task, as

3 When discussing related research, we refer to irony using the terminology utilized by the corresponding
researchers (i.e., “sarcasm,” “irony,” or “verbal irony”).
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its self-describing hashtags (e.g., #irony) facilitate data collection. Many supervised
learning approaches utilize irony-related hashtags as class labels, but as such labels have
been shown to increase data noise (Kunneman et al. 2015; Van Hee 2017), manually
labeled corpora have become increasingly important for irony detection (Riloff et al.
2013; Khattri et al. 2015; Van Hee 2017).

Machine learning approaches to detect irony vary in terms of features and learn-
ing algorithms. Early work by Davidov, Tsur, and Rappoport (2010) describes a semi-
supervised approach exploiting punctuation and syntactic patterns as features.
Similarly, Bouazizi and Ohtsuki (2016) extracted more than 300,000 part-of-speech pat-
terns and combined them with lexical (e.g., bags of words), sentiment (e.g., number
of positive words), and syntactic (e.g., number of interjections) features to train a ran-
dom forest classifier. González-Ibáñez, Muresan, and Wacholder (2011) combined lexi-
cal with pragmatic features such as frowning emoji and @-replies. As classifiers they
used sequential minimal optimization and logistic regression. Reyes, Rosso, and Veale
(2013) defined features based on conceptual descriptions in irony literature, being
signatures, unexpectedness, style, and emotional scenarios and experimented with naı̈ve
Bayes and decision trees. Kunneman et al. (2015) pioneered irony detection in Dutch
tweets using word n-gram features and a Balanced Winnow classifier. Van Hee, Lefever,
and Hoste (2016b) combined lexical with sentiment, syntactic, and semantic Word2Vec
cluster features for irony detection using a support vector machine (SVM). Recent work
by Ghosh and Veale (2016), Poria et al. (2016), and Zhang, Zhang, and Fu (2016) has ap-
proached irony detection using (deep) neural networks, which make use of continuous
automatic features instead of manually defined ones.

Besides text-based features, irony research has explored extratextual features re-
lated to the author or context of a tweet, such as previous tweets or topics, author profile
information, typical sentiment expressed by an author, and so on (Bamman and Smith
2015; Wang et al. 2015). Riloff et al. (2013), Khattri et al. (2015), and Van Hee (2017)
exploited implicit or prototypical sentiment information to model a polarity contrast
that characterizes ironic language.

3.2 Corpus Description

To operationalize irony detection, we constructed a data set of 3,000 English tweets by
searching Twitter with the hashtags #irony, #sarcasm, and #not. For this purpose, we
made use of Tweepy,4 a Python library to access the official Twitter API. The tweets
were collected between 1 December 2014 and 4 January 2015, represent 2,676 unique
Twitter users, and have an average length of 15 tokens. An example tweet is presented
in Figure 1. To minimize data noise (see earlier), all tweets were manually labeled using
a newly developed fine-grained annotation scheme.

Although a number of annotation schemes for irony have been developed recently
(e.g., Riloff et al. 2013; Bosco et al. 2016; Stranisci et al. 2016), most of them describe a
binary distinction (i.e., ironic vs. not-ironic) or flag irony as part of sentiment annota-
tions. By contrast, Karoui et al. (2017) defined explicit and implicit irony activations
based on incongruity in (French, English, and Italian) ironic tweets and they defined
eight fine-grained categories of pragmatic devices that realize such an incongruity, in-
cluding analogy, hyperbole, rhetorical question, oxymoron, and so forth. The typology
provides valuable insights into the linguistic realization of irony that could improve

4 https://github.com/tweepy/tweepy.
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Figure 1
Corpus example.

its automatic detection (e.g., the correlation between irony markers and irony acti-
vation types). However, given the complexity of identifying such pragmatic devices
as demonstrated by the inter-annotator agreement study, it is not clear to which ex-
tent it would be computationally feasible to detect the irony categories they propose.
The annotation scheme that was applied to our corpus was also applied to multi-
lingual data (Dutch, English) and distinguishes three forms of irony. We refer to
Van Hee, Lefever, and Hoste (2016a) for a detailed overview of the annotation scheme,
but present the main annotation categories here.

Literature states that irony is often realized by means of a polarity contrast (e.g.,
Grice 1975; Burgers 2010). As the starting point of the annotation process, we therefore
define such irony as an evaluative expression whose polarity (i.e., positive, negative) is inverted
between the literal and the intended evaluation, resulting in an incongruity between the literal
evaluation and its context (Van Hee, Lefever, and Hoste 2016a). To allow for other types
of irony to be annotated as well, the annotation scheme describes three main categories:

1. Ironic by means of a polarity clash: In accordance with our definition,
the text expresses an evaluation whose literal polarity is opposite to the
intended polarity.

2. Other type of verbal irony: There is no contrast between the literal and
the intended evaluation, but the text is still ironic. Within this category,
a further distinction is drawn between instances describing situational
irony and other forms of verbal irony.

3. Not ironic: The text is not ironic.

To better grasp the linguistic realization of ironic utterances, in the case of a tweet
belonging to category 1, the annotators marked the relevant text spans and indicated
whether the evaluations were positive or negative and whether they were explicit or
implicit. Example (3) shows a tweet where a positive utterance (“just love”) is contrasted
with a negatively connoted situation (“you test my patience”).

(3)

7/11/2016 brat

http://lt3serv.ugent.be/brat_sarcasm/#/jobstudenten2016/irony_with_emoji/en/annotate_again/EN_tweet_1009_543083412429357057 1/1

¶  I  just love  when you test my patience!  :white_smiling_face:  #Not
Iro_clash [High] Mod [Intensifier]

Evaluation [Positive]

Target [Negative]

Mod [Intensifier]

Modifier [Intensifier]
Targets

Modifies

Modifies Modifies

1

brat/jobstudenten2016/irony_with_emoji/en/annotate_again/EN_tweet_1009_543083412429357057

Such text spans that consist of factual information while evoking a specific sentiment are
called targets throughout this article, as they present the target of the literal senti-
ment expression that is meant ironically. A post-annotation quantitative analysis of the
implicit and explicit evaluations contained in this category revealed that, in a total of
1,728 ironic by clash utterances, 1,909 explicit positive (e.g., “AMAZING!”) evaluations
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Table 1
Inter-annotator agreement (Fleiss’ Kappa) obtained in two annotation rounds.

annotation Kappa κ Kappa κ
round 1 round 2

ironic / not ironic 0.65 0.72
ironic by clash / other / not ironic 0.55 0.72
hashtag indication 0.60 0.69
harshness 0.32 0.31
polarity contrast (target – evaluation) 0.66 0.55

were annotated, and 501 explicit negative ones (e.g., “#losers”). When looking at im-
plicit evaluations in the tweets, we found 13 annotated targets with a positive implicit
sentiment (e.g., “the wake-up wrap and coffee this morning”) and 836 targets that were
assigned a negative implicit polarity (e.g., “homework in the weekends”).

The corpus was entirely annotated by three Masters students in linguistics and
second-language speakers of English, with each student annotating one third of the
whole corpus. To assess the reliability of the annotations, an inter-annotator agreement
study was set up in two rounds. First, inter-rater agreement was calculated between the
authors of the guidelines. The aim of this study was to test the guidelines for usability
and to assess whether changes or additional clarifications were recommended prior to
annotation of the entire corpus. After adding some refinements to the scheme (Van Hee
(2017), a second agreement study was carried out by three Master’s students, who each
annotated the same subset (i.e., 100 randomly selected instances) of the corpus.

In both rounds, inter-annotator agreement was calculated at different steps in the
annotation process. As the metric, we used Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss 1971), a widespread
statistical measure in the field of computational linguistics for assessing agreement
between annotators on categorical ratings (Carletta 1996). The results of the inter-
annotator agreement study are presented in Table 1. With the exception of harshness,
which proves to be difficult to judge on, Kappa scores show a moderate to substantial
agreement between annotators for the different annotation steps.5 Overall, we see that
similar or better agreement was obtained after the refinement of the annotation scheme,
which had the largest effect on the irony annotation. An exception, however, is the
annotation of a polarity contrast between targets and evaluations, where the agreement
drops from 0.66 to 0.55 between the first and second round. An explanation for this drop
is that one out of the three annotators in the second round performed less well than the
others for this particular annotation. In fact, annotator disagreement mostly concerned
the annotation of implicit sentiment (i.e., targets). This makes intuitive sense, as the
annotation is (even unconsciously) more subject to personal preferences, as opposed
to explicit sentiment expressions. The following is an example for which disagreement
between the annotators was observed:

(4) Hey there! Nice to see you Minnesota/ND Winter Weather #Not

In this above tweet, two out of the three annotators indicated “Winter Weather” as a
negative target (i.e., carrying an implicit negative sentiment) that contrasts with the

5 According to magnitude guidelines by Landis and Koch (1977).
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positive expression “Nice to see you.” The third annotator, however, indicated that the
hashtag “#Not” was necessary to understand the irony in this tweet. After discussion
with the annotators and experts, all annotators agreed on the implicit negative polarity
associated with winter weather.

Given the difficulty of the task, a Kappa score of 0.72 for recognizing irony can be
interpreted as good reliability. Identifying polarity contrasts between implicit and ex-
plicit evaluations, on the other hand, seems to be more difficult, resulting in a moderate
Kappa of 0.55. Consequently, once the annotation of the entire corpus was completed,
all annotations of implicit sentiment were reconsidered by one of the experts.

Out of the total of 3,000 tweets we collected with #irony, #sarcasm, and #not, 604 were
considered not ironic. This would mean that a hashtag-labeled irony corpus can contain
about 20% noise. This is twice the amount of noise that was observed in a similar study
by Kunneman et al. (2015). There are several possible explanations for this noise, such as
the grammatical use of #not as a negator instead of an irony indicator, the metalinguistic
use of such hashtags (e.g., “I love that his humor is filled with #irony”), and misuse of
the hashtags by adding it to non-ironic content. Such non-ironic tweets were added to
the negative class for our irony detection experiments, which leaves 2,396 ironic and 604
non-ironic tweets in the experimental corpus. To balance the class distribution in this
corpus, we expanded the latter with a set of 1,792 non-ironic tweets from a background
Twitter corpus. The tweets in this data set were collected from the same set of Twitter
users as in the irony corpus (henceforth referred to as the hashtag corpus), and within
the same time span. After collection, all tweets containing irony-related hashtags were
automatically removed and an additional manual filtering was done to make sure that
no ironic tweets were contained in the corpus.

Table 2 presents the experimental corpus comprising different irony categories as
annotated in the hashtag corpus and 1,792 non-ironic tweets from a background corpus
that were included to obtain a balanced class distribution, resulting in a total corpus
size of 4,792 tweets. For the experiments, the corpus was randomly split into a balanced
training and test set of, respectively, 80% (3,834 tweets) and 20% (958 tweets). The former
was used for feature engineering and classifier optimization purposes, and the latter
functioned as a held-out test set to evaluate and report classification performance.

3.3 Preprocessing and Feature Engineering

Prior to feature extraction and training of the model, the experimental corpus was
preprocessed. As preprocessing steps, we applied tokenization, part-of-speech tagging,
lemmatization, and named entity recognition. Tokenization and part of speech-tagging
were done using the Carnegie Mellon University Twitter NLP Tool (Gimpel et al. 2011),

Table 2
Experimental corpus statistics: Number of instances per annotation category plus non-ironic
tweets from a background corpus.

ironic by clash other type of irony not ironic not ironic
situational irony other verbal irony (hashtag corpus) (backgr. corpus)

1,728 401 267 604 1,792
total 2,396 2,396
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which is trained on user-generated content. For lack of a reliable Twitter-specific lem-
matizer, we made use of the LeTs Preprocess toolkit (Van de Kauter et al. 2013). We used
the Twitter named entity recognizer by Ritter et al. (2011) for named entity recognition.

Additionally, all tweets were cleaned (e.g., replacement of HTML-escaped char-
acters) and a number of (shallow) normalization steps were introduced to decrease
feature sparseness. In concrete terms, all hyperlinks and @-replies in the tweets were
normalized to “http://someurl” and “@someuser,” respectively, and abbreviations
were replaced by their full form, based on an English abbreviation dictionary6 (e.g.,
“w/e”→ “whatever”). Furthermore, variations in suspension dots were normalized to
three dots (e.g., “.....” → “. . . ”), multiple white spaces were reduced to a single space,
and vertical bars or pipes were discarded. Finally, we removed irony-related hashtags
that were used to collect the data, (i.e. #irony, #sarcasm, #not).

Following preprocessing, we extracted a number of features to train our irony de-
tection system. Based on the information they provide, the features can be divided into
four groups, namely, lexical, syntactic, sentiment, and semantic features. The feature
groups bring together a varied set of information sources, most of which have proven
their relevance for this type of task in other studies as well, including bags of words
(e.g., Liebrecht, Kunneman, and van den Bosch 2013), part-of-speech information (e.g.,
Reyes and Rosso 2012), punctuation and word-shape features (e.g., Tsur, Davodiv, and
Rappoport 2010), interjections and polarity imbalance (e.g., Buschmeier, Cimiano, and
Klinger 2014), sentiment lexicon features (e.g., Bouazizi and Ohtsuki 2016), and se-
mantic similarity based on Word2Vec embeddings (Joshi et al. 2016). The following para-
graphs present a detailed overview of the different feature groups that were defined.

3.3.1 Lexical Features. A first set of lexical features are bags of words (bow) or n-grams
formed by words and characters extracted from the training corpus. Based on prelim-
inary experiments on our data set, word unigrams and bigrams (w1g, w2g), as well as
character trigrams and fourgrams (ch3g, ch4g), were extracted as binary, sparse features.
The n-grams were created using raw words rather than lemmas or canonical forms
to retain morphological information,7 and punctuation marks and emoticons were
included as well. n-grams that occurred only once in the training corpus were discarded
to reduce sparsity, resulting in a total of 8,680 token and 27,171 character n-gram
features.

Second, the lexical features contain a set of word form features: character and punc-
tuation flooding, punctuation last token, number of punctuation marks/capitalized
words/hashtag words/interjections, hashtag-to-word ratio, emoticon frequency, and
tweet length. The first three are binary features, and the others are numeric and present
normalized floats (i.e., divided by the tweet length in tokens), except the tweet length
feature.

A third set of lexical features include conditional n-gram probabilities based on
language model probabilities. Although often exploited in machine translation research
(e.g., Bojar et al. 2016), language model information incorporated as features is, to our
knowledge, novel in irony detection. The models were created with KENLM (Heafield
et al. 2013) and are trained on an ironic and a non-ironic background corpus.8 As

6 http://www.chatslang.com/terms/abbreviations.
7 n-grams based on raw tokens were preferred over lemma forms, as preliminary experiments revealed

that better results were obtained with the former.
8 The data (1,126,128 tweets) were collected between April 2016 and January 2017 by crawling Twitter at

regular intervals using the Twitter Search API. There is no overlap with the training corpus.
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features we extracted log probabilities indicating how probable a tweet is likely to
appear in either an ironic or non-ironic corpus. Two additional features include the
number of out-of-vocabulary words (i.e., words that appear in the tweet, but that were
not seen in the training corpus) a tweet contains based on each language model.

3.4 Syntactic Features

To incorporate syntactic information, we extracted part-of-speech features indicating
for each of the 25 tags used by the Twitter part-of-speech tagger by Gimpel et al. (2011)
whether the tag occurs in a tweet and how frequently it occurs. Another syntactic
feature indicates the presence of a clash between two verb tenses in a tweet (following
the example of Reyes, Rosso, and Veale [2013]). For this purpose, we used the part-of-
speech output by LeTs Preprocess (Van de Kauter et al. 2013), as this tagger provides
verb tense information, as opposed to the Twitter tagger. Lastly, named entity features
were extracted, indicating the presence and frequency of named entities and named
entity tokens in each tweet.

3.5 Sentiment Lexicon Features

Six sentiment lexicon features were extracted, indicating the number of positive/
negative/neutral lexicon words in a tweet, the overall tweet polarity, the difference
between the highest positive and lowest negative sentiment values found in a tweet,
and a binary feature indicating the presence of a polarity contrast between two lexi-
con words. We made use of existing sentiment lexicons for English: AFINN (Nielsen
2011), General Inquirer (Stone et al. 1966), the MPQA subjectivity lexicon (Wilson,
Wiebe, and Hoffmann 2005), the NRC emotion lexicon (Mohammad and Turney 2013),
and Bing Liu’s opinion lexicon (Liu, Hu, and Cheng 2005). All of the aforementioned
lexicons are commonly used in sentiment analysis research (Cambria et al. 2017) and
their validity has been confirmed in earlier experiments (Van Hee et al. 2014) where a
preliminary study revealed that, by using merely these lexicons as information sources,
about 60% of the training data could be assigned the correct sentiment label. In addition
to these well-known sentiment resources, we included Hogenboom’s emoticon lexicon
(Hogenboom et al. 2015), and Kralj Novak’s emoji lexicon (Kralj Novak et al. 2015),
both tailored to social media data.

Sentiment lexicon features were extracted in two ways: (i) by considering all tweet
tokens and (ii) by taking only hashtag tokens into account, after removing the hashtag
(e.g., “lovely” from “#lovely”). Negation clues were taken into account by flipping the
polarity of a sentiment word when it was preceded by a negation word (e.g., “not,”
“never,” “don’t”).

3.6 Semantic Features

Our hypothesis is that ironic tweets may differ semantically from their non-ironic
counterparts (e.g., some topics or themes are more prone to irony use than others).
To verify this assumption, we utilized semantic word clusters created from a large
background corpus. The clusters were defined based on word embeddings generated
with Word2Vec (Mikolov et al. 2013) and were implemented as one binary feature per
cluster, indicating whether a word contained in that cluster occurred in a tweet. An
example cluster is presented in Example (5).
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Table 3
Feature statistics per feature group.

feature group
lexical sentiment semantic syntactic

# features 35,869 96 200 105

(5) college, degree, classes, dissertation, essay, headache,

insomnia, midterm, migraine, monday, motivation, mood,

papers, revision, presentation

The word embeddings were generated from an English background corpus compris-
ing 1,126,128 (ironic + non-ironic) tweets.9 We ran the Word2Vec algorithm on this
corpus, applying the continuous bag-of-words model, a context size of 5, a word vector
dimensionality of 100 features, and a cluster size k of 200. For each parameter of the
algorithm, different values were tested and evaluated by means of 10-fold cross valida-
tion experiments on the training data.

3.7 Feature Statistics

In summary, four feature groups were defined for the experiments, the statistics of
which are presented in Table 3. As is considered good practice when working with
SVM, the feature vectors were scaled prior to constructing models, meaning that all
features were linearly mapped to the range [0,1]. As stated by Hsu, Chang, and Lin
(2003), important advantages of feature scaling include (i) avoiding feature values in
greater numeric ranges dominating those in smaller ranges, and (ii) reducing numerical
complexity during the construction of the model.

3.8 Experimental Design and Results

For the experiments, we made use of an SVM, as implemented in the LIBSVM library
(Chang and Lin 2011). We chose an SVM as the classification algorithm because it has
been successfully implemented with large feature sets and because its performance
for similar tasks has been recognized (e.g., Riloff et al. 2013; Joshi, Bhattacharyya, and
Carman 2017).

We performed binary SVM classification using the default radial basis function
(i.e., RBF or Gaussian) kernel, the performance of which equals that of a linear kernel
if it is properly tuned (Keerthi and Lin 2003). Preliminary experiments on our data set
showed even better results using RBF. Given the importance of parameter optimization
to obtain good SVM models (Chang and Lin 2011), optimal C- and γ-values were
defined for each experiment, exploiting a different feature group or feature group
combination. For this purpose, a cross-validated grid search was performed across the
complete training data. During the parametrization, γ was varied between 2−15 and 23

(stepping by factor 4), and C was varied between 2–5 and 215 (stepping by factor 4). The
optimal parameter settings were used to build a model for each feature set-up using
all the training data, which was evaluated on the held-out test set.

9 The same corpus is used as for the n-gram probabilities in the lexical feature set (see above).
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As the evaluation metrics, we report accuracy (the number of correct predictions
divided by the total number of predictions), precision (the proportion of the data points
the model says was relevant actually were relevant), recall (the proportion of relevant
instances that were retrieved), and F1 score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall),
indicating how well the classifier detects irony. While the latter represents an average
of the F1 scores per class when used in multi-label or multi-class classification, in
binary classification or detection tasks like the present, it is calculated on the positive
(i.e., ironic) instances only.

It is important to note that the experimental results we present in the following
sections are calculated on the held-out test set. In-between results obtained through
cross-validation on the development set are not included because of space constraints.

3.8.1 Baselines. Three straightforward baselines were implemented against which the
performance of our irony detection model can be compared: a random class baseline
and two n-gram baselines. The random class baseline randomly assigns a class label
(i.e., ironic or not ironic) to each instance. Next, we calculated the performance of two
classifiers, one based on token unigram (w1g) and bigram (w2g) features, and a second
one using character trigram (ch3g) and fourgrams (ch4g) features. Hyperparameter
optimization is crucial to the good functioning of the algorithm; hence it was also
applied in the baseline experiments, except for random class.

Table 4 displays the baseline scores on the held-out test set. Although the random
class baseline clearly benefits from the balanced class distribution, we find that the
n-gram classifiers already present strong baselines for the task. In fact, earlier studies
showed that n-gram features have proven to work well for this task, despite their sim-
plicity and universal character (e.g., Liebrecht, Kunneman, and van den Bosch 2013;
Reyes, Rosso, and Veale 2013).

3.8.2 Individual Feature Groups. Having established the baselines, we tested the impor-
tance of the individual feature groups. For this purpose, four models were built on
the basis of lexical, syntactic, sentiment, and semantic features. Table 5 displays the
scores of the individual feature groups on the held-out test set. To facilitate comparison,
the baseline scores are included in gray. The best results per column are indicated in
bold.

Table 5 confirms the strong baseline that present n-gram features, given that none
of the feature groups outperforms the character n-gram baseline in terms of F1 score.
In terms of recall, syntactic features score better. Character n-gram features outperform-
ing the lexical feature group (which contains a fair number of other lexical clues in
addition to character n-grams) seems to indicate that the former work better for irony
detection. This seems counterintuitive, however, because the lexical feature group in-
cludes information that has proven its usefulness for irony detection in related research
(e.g., punctuation, flooding). An explanation would be that the strength of a number of

Table 4
Classification results of the baselines (obtained on the test set).

baseline accuracy precision recall F1

random class 50.52% 51.14% 50.72% 50.93%
w1g + w2g 66.60% 67.30% 66.19% 66.74%
ch3g + ch4g 68.37% 69.20% 67.63% 68.40%
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Table 5
Irony detection results (obtained on the held-out test set) using individual feature groups.

feature group accuracy precision recall F1

lexical 66.81% 67.43% 66.60% 67.01%
sentiment 58.77% 61.54% 49.48% 54.86%
semantic 63.05% 63.67% 62.89% 63.28%
syntactic 64.82% 64.18% 69.07% 66.53 %

baselines
random class 50.52% 51.14% 50.72% 50.93%
w1g + w2g 66.60% 67.30% 66.19% 66.74%
ch3g + ch4g 68.37% 69.20% 67.63% 68.40%

individual features in the lexical feature group (potentially the most informative ones)
is undermined by the feature abundance in the group. Lexical features are, however,
the only ones that outperform the token n-gram baseline. Although this would suggest
that lexical features are more informative for irony detection than the other feature
groups, it is noteworthy that all other feature groups (i.e., syntactic, sentiment, and
semantic) contain much less features, and that these features are not directly derived
from the training data, as opposed to bag-of-words features. Recall being less than 50%
for the sentiment lexicon features shows that, when using merely explicit sentiment
clues, about half of the ironic tweets are missed by the classifier. This observation is in
line with the findings of Riloff et al. (2013), who report irony detection scores between
F1 = 14% and F1 = 47% when using merely sentiment lexicons.

Based on the results, we conclude that overall, lexical features perform best for the
task (F1 = 67%). However, the best recall (69%) is obtained using syntactic features. A
qualitative analysis of the classifiers’ output indeed revealed that lexical features are
not the holy grail to irony detection, and that each feature group has its own strength,
by identifying a specific type or realization of irony. We observed, for instance, that
lexical features are strongly predictive of irony (especially ironic by clash) in short tweets
and tweets containing exaggerations (e.g., character repetition, see Example (6)), while
sentiment features often capture ironic by clash instances that are very subjective or
expressive (Example (7)). Syntactic features seem to work well for predicting irony
in long tweets and tweets containing other verbal irony (Example (8)). Finally, semantic
features contribute most to detecting situational irony (Example (9)).

(6) Loooovvveeee when my phone gets wiped -.-

(7) Me and my dad watch that bangla channel for bants.. loool we try to figure out
what theyr saying.. this is the life.

(8) Cards and Panthers? or watch my own team play a better sport...... hmmm tough
choice LOL

(9) SO there used to be a crossfit place here ... #pizzawins

3.8.3 Feature Group Combinations. The previous paragraphs showed that although only
lexical features outperform the word n-gram baseline, semantic, syntactic, and (to a
lesser extent) sentiment features show to be good indicators of irony as well. This is why
we investigate in this section the potential of combining the aforementioned feature
groups. Table 6 presents the results of a binary irony classifier exploiting a combination
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Table 6
Irony detection results (obtained on the held-out test set) using combined feature groups.

feature group accuracy precision recall F1
combination

lex + sent 69.21% 69.79% 69.07% 67.43%
lex + sem 69.21% 69.31% 70.31% 69.81%
lex + synt 69.42% 69.43% 70.72% 70.07%
sent + sem 66.08% 67.94% 62.47% 65.09%
sent + synt 64.72% 64.97% 65.77% 65.37%
sem + synt 66.70% 67.22% 66.80% 67.01%
lex + sent + sem 69.52% 69.52% 69.52% 69.52%
lex + sent + synt 69.10% 69.33% 69.90% 69.61%
lex + sem + synt 69.21% 68.92% 71.34% 70.11%
sent + sem + synt 66.39% 67.45% 64.95% 66.18%
lex + sent + sem + synt 69.00% 68.95% 70.52% 69.72%

baselines
lexical 66.81% 67.43% 66.60% 67.01%
ch3g + ch4g 68.37% 69.20% 67.63% 68.40%

of feature groups obtained on the held-out test set. The best individual feature group
(i.e., lexical) and the character n-gram baselines are also included for the purpose of
comparison. From the results in Table 6, we can deduce that combining feature types
improves classification performance, given that more than half of the combinations
present an improvement over the character n-gram baseline and lexical features alone.
In particular, combining lexical with semantic and syntactic features seems to work well
for irony detection, yielding a top F1 score of 70.11%.

3.8.4 Analysis. In Table 7, we compare the results of our best SVM-classifier (i.e., exploit-
ing lexical + semantic + syntactic features) with that of state-of-the-art irony detection
approaches. All scores are obtained on the test set created by Riloff et al. (2013), which
originally consisted of 3,000 manually annotated tweets, 690 (or 23%) of which were
sarcastic. However, the reported scores only apply to a subset of the corpus, because
of the perishability of Twitter data (i.e., only tweet IDs could be provided to download
the actual content of the tweets).

Table 7
Comparison of our approach to three state-of-the-art irony detection methods. The results are
obtained on Riloff et al.’s (2013) irony data set. The best results per column are in bold.

approach corpus size precision recall F1

Farı́as, Patti, and Rosso (2016) 474 ironic + 1,689 non-ironic – – 73.00%

Joshi, Sharma, and 506 ironic + 1,772 non-ironic 77.00% 51.00% 61.00%
Bhattacharyya (2015)

Riloff et al. (2013) 693 ironic + 2,307 non-ironic 62.00% 44.00% 51.00%

Our approach 401 ironic + 1521 non-ironic 63.54% 70.35% 66.78%
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Table 7 presents precision, recall, and F1 scores (except for Farı́as, Patti, and Rosso
[2016], who only report F1 scores) obtained by three state-of-the-art irony detection
systems on the same data set. Our approach outperforms that of Riloff et al. (2013) and
Joshi, Sharma, and Bhattacharyya (2015) in terms of F1 score, but not that of Farı́as, Patti,
and Rosso (2016). However, it is important to note that the results in the table should be
interpreted carefully. Our approach reports macro-averaged scores to assign each class
equal weight in the evaluation (thus giving equal weight to the minority positive—
i.e., ironic class) and Joshi, Sharma, and Bhattacharyya (2015) report that they applied
weighted averaging. It is not clear, however, whether and which averaging method was
applied by Riloff et al. (2013) and Farı́as, Patti, and Rosso (2016). As scores may vary
according to how they are averaged (e.g., if micro-averaged, more weight is given to
the negative class), such information is required to allow for a fair comparison.

In the annotations section (see Section 3.2), we found that most ironic tweets in
our corpus (i.e., 72%) show a contrast between a positive and a negative polarity
expression. In the following paragraphs, we aim to verify whether this category is
also the most likely to be recognized automatically, as compared to other irony types.
To verify the validity of our assumption, we analyzed the classification output for
the different irony types in our corpus. Figure 2 visualizes the accuracy of the best-
performing classifier (i.e., lexical + semantic + syntactic features) for each irony type
and the different types of non-ironic tweets (i.e., hashtag vs. background corpus). The
bar chart seems to confirm our intuition that the system performs best on detect-
ing ironic tweets that are realized by means of a polarity contrast (78% accuracy),
followed by instances describing situational irony. On the other hand, detecting other
type of irony appears much more challenging (45%). A closer look at other verbal irony
reveals that the instances are often ambiguous and realized in diverse ways, as shown
in Examples (10) and (11). It is important to recall that, prior to classification, the hash-
tags #irony, #sarcasm, and #not were removed from the tweets.

(10) Trying to eat crackers on the quiet floor likeee.. Maybe if I chew slower no one
will notice.. #not

(11) ‘I like to think of myself as a broken down Justin Bieber’ – my philosophy
professor, everyone #sarcasm
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Figure 2
Results of the best classifier (lex + sem + synt) on different irony types.
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Classification errors on the ironic by clash category include tweets where the irony
results from a polarity contrast which cannot be identified using sentiment lexicon
features alone. We see two possible explanations for this. First, we observed that in the
majority (77%) of the misclassified tweets, the only clue for a polarity contrast was an
irony-related hashtag (i.e., “#not”), which was removed from the data prior to training.
In fact, as illustrated by Example (12), without such a meta-hashtag, it is very difficult
to know whether the instance is ironic.

(12) Thanks dad for your support! #not

Second, tweets that do not require a meta-hashtag to perceive a polarity contrast,
but that were nevertheless missed by the classifier (23%), included an evaluation as
part of a hashtag (e.g., “#thisonlygetsbetter”) or an implicit evaluation (Example (13)).
As explained in the Introduction, understanding such implicit sentiment requires con-
notative (world) knowledge.

(13) Spending the majority of my day in and out of the doctor[NEG] has been awesome.
#sarcasm

Whereas the polarity opposition in Example (12) would be impossible—even for
humans—to recognize without hashtag information, the polarity contrast in Example (13)
is likely to be identified, on the condition that the system could access common sense
or connotative knowledge. As such, it would ideally recognize phrases like “spending
(...) day in and out of the doctor” as related to negative sentiment, and find the contrast
with the positive expression “awesome.”

In the next section, we therefore take a closer look at the implicit sentiment expres-
sions (or targets) that were annotated in the irony corpus and take the first steps to
detect such implicit or prototypical sentiment automatically.

4. A Hybrid Approach to Model Implicit Sentiment

In the previous section, we observed that the majority of ironic tweets show a polarity
contrast between what is said and what is implied, or, more specifically, a literal positive
evaluation that is contrasted with an implicit negative evaluation, or vice versa. To
recognize the irony in such tweets, it is key to identify the words that realize this
polarity contrast. Although explicit sentiment expressions are mostly traceable using
a lexicon-based approach, a bigger challenge resides in defining the implicit polarity
of natural language concepts (e.g., “school,” “rain”), which are either not contained by
such lexicon dictionaries, or are tagged with an “objective” or “neutral” label.

In this section, we confront the challenge of automatically recognizing the implicit
sentiment related to particular concepts or situations. As explained in Section 2, Riloff
et al. (2013) took a bootstrapping approach to learn negative situation phrases (i.e.,
verbs) in the vicinity of positive seed words. Having at our disposal manually annotated
implicit sentiment phrases10 (e.g., “spending the majority of my day in and out of the
doctor,” “working in the weekend”), our goal is to develop a method to define the
implicit sentiment related to these targets automatically. We propose two methods to
tackle this problem: (i) based on SenticNet, an existing knowledge and sentics database,
and (ii) through a data-driven approach using Twitter. Both methods will be evaluated
against the gold-standard annotations.

10 Situations and concepts that carry prototypical sentiment are called targets in the annotation scheme.
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Table 8
Excerpt of the manually annotated implicit sentiment phrases or targets.

target implicit sentiment

working on Christmas negative
mondays negative
people who lie negative
people exercise their freedom of speech positive
computer has frozen again negative
up all night two nights in a row negative
8 am classes negative
when my hair is frozen negative
10/10 score positive
130km #cycle tomorrow, in the minus degree weather negative

Table 8 presents a number of example targets in our corpus and the gold-standard
implicit sentiment related to them. In total, 671 unique targets were annotated, 665 of
which have a negative connotation, and 6 of which have a positive connotation. This
imbalance between positive and negative targets confirms earlier findings that irony
is more frequently realized by saying something positive while meaning something
negative than the other way around (Riloff et al. 2013; Van Hee, Lefever, and Hoste
2016c).

During the annotation procedure, annotators were tasked with assigning the proto-
typical sentiment (i.e., the feeling a concept generally invokes for a group of people)
related to each of the concepts. Whether a concept invokes a positive or negative senti-
ment is a subjective judgment defined by personal or cultural differences. Throughout
the annotations, the annotators were therefore asked to take the rest of the tweet into
account as the context to get an impression of the intended sentiment, and to judge
as generally as possible by prioritizing commonly held opinions over their own. For
instance, although some people may like, or do not mind, to work on festive days,
“working on Christmas” was attributed a negative connotation, assuming that the
majority of people would not like it. An inter-annotator experiment confirmed that,
despite the subjective nature of the task, fairly good agreement (κ = 0.66 [round 1]
and κ = 0.55 [round 2]) was obtained. The manual annotations of implicit sentiment
as illustrated here will serve as the gold standard against which we will compare our
methodology to infer implicit sentiment automatically (later in this article).

4.1 Using SenticNet to Infer Implicit Sentiment

Our first approach to define the implicit sentiment of the targets is a knowledge base
approach by making use of SenticNet 4 (Cambria et al. 2016). The knowledge base
contains denotative (or semantics) and connotative (or sentics) information associated
with 50,000 real-world objects, people, actions, and events. Unlike many other sentiment
analysis resources, it contains information about real-world concepts, instantiated by
single words and multiword expressions, such as “miss flight,” and “celebrate special
occasion.” SenticNet was not built by manual labeling of existing resources, but is
automatically generated via graph-mining and dimensionality reduction techniques
applied to multiple commonsense knowledge sources (Cambria et al. 2010).
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Figure 3
Example of the SenticNet output for the entry “bang head.”

The knowledge base is structurally encoded in XML-based RDF-triples and is
mainly built upon ConceptNet, the graphic representation of the Open Mind corpus (Speer
2013). Its ability to represent polarity values for natural language concepts (e.g., “exam,”
“lose temper”) allows it to outperform other sentiment resources like SentiWordNet for
polarity classification tasks (Cambria et al. 2010). Within the framework, polarity is
defined based on the Hourglass of Emotions (Cambria et al. 2010), a classification of emo-
tions into four dimensions, being pleasantness, attention, sensitivity, and aptitude.
Activation values for each one of the dimensions relate to a positive or negative polarity
for a concept. Semantic information for an entry comprises related concepts or words.
Mood tags related to an entry are preceded with a hash sign (“#”) and were extracted
from a large corpus of blog posts that are self-tagged with particular moods and emo-
tions. The tags thus describe a SenticNet concept’s correlation with an emotional state.
A SenticNet example is presented in Figure 3.

The knowledge base contains mainly unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, so most
targets contain more words than would fit in a single query to the database (see Table 8).
Consequently, in the case of a target being a multiword expression or a phrase, the
overall polarity had to be defined based on the polarities of the individual words in the
target. The following paragraphs zoom in on our approach to implicit sentiment mod-
eling using SenticNet 4 (Cambria et al. 2016). Similar approaches have been described by
Cambria et al. (2016, 2017) for regular sentiment classification (i.e., finding the polarity
of both implicit and explicit sentiment concepts).

We defined the implicit sentiment of each target by looking up (i) all words in the
target, (ii) only content words, and (iii) multiwords. As content words, we considered
nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs, based on the part-of-speech output of the LeTs Pre-
process toolkit (Van de Kauter et al. 2013). This way, polarity values for function words
like prepositions and numerals were not taken into account. For multiword look-up,
we used Rajagopal et al.’s (2013) concept parser, which makes use of SenticNet as its
knowledge base and decomposes the input phrase into commonsense concepts con-
tained by the knowledge base. Figure 4 visualizes such a multiword look-up by means
of a flowchart depicting the process from input query to the overall target polarity.

Prior to the actual look-up, a number of preprocessing steps were undertaken.
First, URLs and @-replies were discarded because they have no coverage (i.e., they
are not present) in SenticNet. For the same reason, hash signs (“#”) were stripped from
hashtag words and punctuation marks were removed. Second, concatenated words
were split based on casing (e.g., “noThanks”→ “no thanks”). Third, common abbrevia-
tions were replaced based on an existing dictionary,11 and contractions were expanded

11 Source: https://slangit.com.
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Figure 4
Flowchart visualizing concept look-up using SenticNet 4.

(e.g., “wouldn’t” → would not), because SenticNet contains only full forms. In a next
step, negation words (Example (14)) and modifiers (Example (15)) were identified.

(14) not[NEG] getting any sleep

(15) shouting instructions repeatedly and being completely[INTENS] ignored

If a sentiment word was preceded by a negation word, its polarity value was
inverted. When preceded by a modifier, its polarity was increased (*2) or decreased
(*0.5), depending on the modifier type (e.g., intensifier or diminisher). Next, all targets
were tokenized, part-of-speech-tagged, and lemmatized using LeTs preprocess (Van de
Kauter et al. 2013) so that lemmas rather than words could be considered for look-up.
In a final preprocessing step, SenticNet queries were lowercased.

Figure 4 visualizes the automatic sentiment-determining process, starting with the
targets as input queries for SenticNet. The queries were preprocessed and broken down
into single words or concepts, which were looked up in the knowledge base. SenticNet
polarities for words or concepts were then summed to generate an overall sentiment
value for the target.

4.1.1 Analysis. To evaluate our approach, we compared the SenticNet polarities for
each target with the gold-standard annotations. Table 9 presents the accuracy of our
SenticNet-based polarity assignment by respectively looking at all words, only content
words, and multiword expressions in the target. Table 9 shows that, although conno-
tative knowledge is natural for people, automatically inferring such knowledge is not
a trivial task. We observe that searching content words results in a slightly lower score
than looking at all words in a target. An explanation would be that the latter takes into
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Table 9
Automatically assigned implicit sentiment using SenticNet 4.

all words content words multiwords

accuracy 33.77% 33.33% 37.25%

account polarity values related to function words, which sometimes has a positive effect
on the total target polarity (Example (16)).

(16) target: feel this hangover
polarity all words: feel (0.72) + this (−0.76) + hangover (−0.26) = −0.3
polarity content words: feel (0.72) + hangover (−0.26) = 0.46

Furthermore, we see that the multiword approach yields better results than all words
and content words. This makes intuitive sense, as it protects some “semantic atoms”
(Cambria and Hussain 2015) that lose their original meaning when broken down into
single words. Defining a target’s valence by summing the polarities of its constituent
words or concepts is a rather naive approach, given that the meaning (and hence the
associated polarity) of the target depends on the combination of words it contains.
Moreover, such an approach cannot resolve contextual ambiguities. Cambria et al.
(2017) present an in-depth discussion of this challenge, a clear illustration of which
are multiword terms with contrasting constituent words (e.g., “happy accident” and
“dark chocolate”). Furthermore, specifications can also modify the prior polarity of
the word. For instance, although “December” may evoke a positive sentiment for
many people, when combined with “icy roads” or “electric bills,” it becomes neg-
ative. Such very specific multiword terms are, however, not contained in SenticNet.
The overall SenticNet polarity of this example would be positive (december (+0.799) +
electric bill (−0.04)), although most people would probably agree on the concept’s neg-
ative connotation.

Other challenges when using SenticNet to assign polarities to concepts are (i) the
lack of coverage for some words (e.g., “rancid”), and (ii) the limited number of inflected
forms in the database.

Although there is room for optimization of our SenticNet approach, lack of context,
lexical ambiguity, and the inability to perform “human-like” reasoning with separate
concepts will remain an important drawback of this approach. In fact, some phrases
or concepts have a negative connotation, although most of the individual words are
positively connoted in SenticNet (Example (17)).

(17) Work[−] a double+] on New[+] Year’s[+] Eve[+] and most of New[+] Year’s[+] day[+]

In sum, although knowledge bases like SenticNet present a convenient resource for
word-level sentiment analysis, a more complex approach would be required to define
the implicit sentiment of phrases, which often require reasoning or context interpreting.
This involves knowing that people do not like working a double shift, especially not on
holidays. Still, such a knowledge base would suffer the drawback of its static nature,
because even when containing a massive amount of information, it could probably not
keep pace with the rapidly evolving world around us, causing common sense to be
continuously updated.
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4.2 Crawling Twitter to Infer Implicit Sentiment

In the previous section, we used SenticNet 4 to infer implicit sentiment related to the
targets and revealed a number of drawbacks, among others the inability to define the
sentiment of phrases without decomposing them. In this section, we take a machine
learning approach to define implicit sentiment based on crawled tweets. We verify the
hypothesis that Twitter provides insights into connotative knowledge and investigate
whether a large number of explicit opinions about a particular concept or situation are
a good indication of the prototypical sentiment related to that concept or situation. In
contrast to a knowledge base approach, Twitter imposes few restrictions related to input
data. Moreover, the medium allows us to collect real-time opinions held by a large group
of people, whereas knowledge bases are generally static and rely on knowledge that
has been derived automatically or inserted by a restricted number of experts.

4.2.1 Method. An important first step to infer implicit sentiment using Twitter is col-
lecting sufficient tweets for each target so that a reliable estimation can be made of
its prototypical sentiment. We recall that targets are phrases that describe connoted
situations or concepts (e.g., “working in the weekend,” “my car won’t start”). We made
use of the Twitter Search API to collect for each target a set of tweets mentioning that target
and subsequently determined the prevailing sentiment in these tweets using supervised
machine learning (Van Hee et al. 2014).

To this purpose, we applied a sentiment classifier the architecture of which is
described in Van Hee et al. (2017). The system is trained on data distributed in the
framework of the SemEval-2014 shared task on Sentiment Analysis in Twitter (Rosenthal
et al. 2014) and optimized through feature selection and hyperparameter estimation.
The classifier predicts the overall polarity of a tweet as positive, negative, or neutral.
For each target, a Twitter crawl was run to collect the 500 most recent tweets mentioning
that target, and sentiment analysis was subsequently applied to predict the polarity for
each tweet. Next, we calculated the prevailing sentiment in the entire set and considered
this the prototypical sentiment associated with that target. As mentioned earlier, the
intuition behind this approach is that subjective text like tweets would provide insights
into the typical sentiment that a concept evokes, or its connotation. For instance, when
a large group of people complain about attending lectures at 8 a.m., one could assume
it is generally considered unpleasant. We started with the originally annotated targets
as Twitter queries, but explored a number of abstraction methods to see whether they
are likely to improve the coverage (see further).

4.2.2 Original Annotations as Twitter Queries. Each target was used as a Twitter search
query. As a first step, all targets were preprocessed to make look-up as effective as
possible. We briefly describe the preprocessing steps, since they are similar to the
SenticNet approach (see Section 4.1) and include (i) handling of Twitter-specific tokens
(i.e., URLs and @-replies were removed and hash-signs were stripped off), (ii) removal
of punctuation marks, (iii) splitting of concatenated words based on casing, (iv) lower-
casing, and (v) replacement of ampersands, as they have a syntactic function in a Twitter
search query.

Next, the preprocessed targets were crawled using the Twitter Search API. After
collecting a set of tweets for each target, three postprocessing steps involved the removal
of duplicates, tweets in which the target did not occur as a consecutive chain, and tweets
containing irony-related hashtags, since we aim to get insights into sincere (i.e., non-
ironic) opinions and sentiment related to the targets.
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Once a set of tweets was collected and cleaned for each target, we used our
sentiment analysis pipeline to define per tweet whether it was positive or negative.
We then defined the prototypical sentiment related to each target as the most pre-
vailing sentiment among its tweets. For instance, if 80% of all tweets talking about
missing a connecting flight were negative, the prototypical sentiment related to this
situation was defined as negative. The automatically defined implicit sentiment values
were then evaluated against the gold-standard labels from the manual annotations
(see Section 3.2).

Figure 5 visualizes the process from preprocessing the target as input query to
defining its implicit sentiment based on a set of tweets.

It should be noted that we were only able to crawl tweets for approximately one
third of the targets (239 out of 671) when looked up in their original form. A possible
explanation for the limited coverage is that many targets were too specific to yield many
tweets as they contained digits (Example (18)), personal pronouns, or were rather long
(Example (19)). In fact, analysis revealed that the average length of targets for which
at least one tweet had been found was three tokens, whereas it was nine for targets
yielding no tweets.

(18) 7:30 finals on a friday

(19) when someone accidentally deletes everything on your phone

Another explanation for the limited coverage of the targets is methodology-related.
Using the Twitter Search API does not allow one to retrieve historical tweets, but only
returns tweets that match the input query from the past 7 days. As a consequence, some
targets yielded very few or even no results, and, obviously, the longer and more specific
the target, the fewer tweets were found.

INPUT
Not being able to #sleep..

PREPROCESSING
! handling Twitter-specific tokens and punctuation
! splitting concatenated words
! replacing ampersands
! lowercasing

Not being able to sleep is awful

RT @someuser: Not being able to sleep is the worst.. !

Noth worse than not being able to sleep, just been sick instead

How annoying is it not being able to sleep man "

not being able to sleep

polarity: negative

Figure 5
Defining the implicit sentiment of a target using Twitter.
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

allergic reaction

traffic

less than 5 hours sleep

screaming into the phone

slow internet

finals week

waking up with migraines

Positive

Negative

Neutral

negative

positive

neutral

Figure 6
Proportion of positive (green), negative (red), and neutral (blue) tweets for a set of example
targets.

As mentioned earlier, after collecting a number of tweets for a target, automatic
sentiment analysis was applied to determine the general sentiment expressed toward
the target. Figure 6 visualizes the sentiment analysis output for some example targets:
Each bar indicates the proportion of positive, negative, and neutral tweets for the
corresponding target on the y-axis. It can be observed that the opinions expressed
toward “allergic reaction” and “slow internet” were mostly negative, whereas they
were mostly neutral for “traffic” (i.e., tweets that communicate objective traffic infor-
mation or that refer to internet traffic, like “Ignite Your #Blog Traffic With #Content-
Marketing https://t.co/xt6wU4JfkY”). The blue bars represent neutral tweets that
contain either no sentiment, or both positive and negative sentiments. Because we aim
to infer connotative information, such tweets are less informative for this task and
we therefore defined the overall polarity of a concept with and without considering
neutral tweets.

Table 10 shows the coverage of the original targets (cf. Table 8) on Twitter and
presents the accuracy of our method to define their implicit sentiment. Considering
all tweet predictions for a given target resulted in a low accuracy because many tweets
were neutral. If we take a look at Examples (20) and (21), we observe that negative
concepts (e.g., “inflation climbs,” “people who lie”) may occur in neutral tweets (Exam-
ple (20)) or tweets expressing both a positive and negative sentiment (Example (21)).

(20) Expert Views: India consumer inflation climbs[NEG] up in March via @username

(21) I had an epiphany. What if I took my energy and put it on all the joyful and
positive things in life, rather than on people who lie[NEG] to me?

Table 10
Sentiment analysis accuracy after crawling Twitter using the original targets.

targets coverage accuracy accuracy
(pos/neg/neu) (pos/neg)

original 36% 26.78% 71.97%
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Considering the most prevalent sentiment after discarding such neutral tweets
resulted in much better accuracy—72%. This means that for 72% of the targets, we were
able to define their implicit sentiment. This also means, however, that for 28% of the
targets the predicted sentiment was incorrect. A qualitative analysis indicated several
reasons for this: (i) not all tweets mentioning a negative target were actually negative;
and (ii) tweets were sometimes misclassified due to ambiguity.

In sum, Table 10 confirms our hypothesis that Twitter data offer insights into the
prototypical sentiment related to particular concepts or situations. It is important to
underline, however, that our results apply to merely 36% of the targets, as we were
unable to collect tweets for the remaining 64%. To tackle this problem, the following
paragraphs describe a number of strategies to increase the coverage of our targets on
Twitter. As shown in Table 8, the 671 targets vary greatly in structure and a number of
them are very specific. We therefore attempted to convert them into a more abstract and
homogeneous list by automatically extracting (i) content words, (ii) syntactic heads,
and (iii) verb–object (V-O) patterns.

4.2.3 Content Words as Twitter Queries. First, we reduced the targets to content words only.
Based on part-of-speech information obtained using LeTs Preprocess (Van de Kauter
et al. 2013), we discarded all words but nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs. Other
words were replaced by a wildcard (i.e., “*”), meaning that any word could occur at
that position, hence allowing a more flexible Twitter look-up.

As shown in Table 11, keeping only content words discards pronouns, determiners,
and so forth, and makes the targets more likely to yield many tweets. However, it also
discards elements that are crucial for the semantics of a target, such as numbers and
figures. For instance, when keeping only content words, the target “9 am lectures”
becomes “*lectures,” which could generate a number of irrelevant tweets when used
as a search query. Overall, using content words instead of the original targets provides
some abstraction, allowing one to collect tweets for 277 out of the 671 targets. This is 5%
more than when using the original targets as queries. On the downside, the likelihood
of retrieving irrelevant tweets increases. Here are two example tweets that correspond to
the query “* hour car ride,” derived from the target “10 hour car ride.” When comparing

Table 11
Original targets versus content word targets. Function words are replaced by wildcards.

original target content words target

write psychology papers write psychology papers

you test my patience * test * patience

monday mornings monday mornings

when you say hi to someone in the * * say * * someone * * hallway *
hallway and they completely ignore you * completely ignore *

I work a double on New Year’s Eve * work * double * new year * eve
and then most of New Year’s Day * then most * new year * day

I have pink eye * have pink eye

when someone accidentally deletes * someone accidentally deletes
everything on your phone everything * * phone

9 am lectures * lectures
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Table 12
Sentiment analysis accuracy based on a Twitter crawl using content word targets.

targets coverage accuracy accuracy
(pos/neg/neu) (pos/neg)

content words 41% 20.94% 72.20%

Examples (22) and (23), we see that even numerals can be essential for the semantics
of a phrase, and hence to its connotation.

(22) Happy birthday to the only person I could enjoy an 8 hour car ride with!

(23) Well, time for a 10 hour car ride back home... kill me

Table 12 shows the coverage and sentiment analysis results for the targets based
on content words, again before and after discarding neutral tweets. Although wild-
cards in the search query are prone to increase the number of irrelevant tweets, 72.20%
of the targets were assigned the correct implicit sentiment, which is slightly more
compared with the original targets approach (cf. Table 10).

4.2.4 Dependency Heads as Queries. As a second method to make abstraction from the
original targets, we made use of dependency relations within each target. We considered
the head of a dependency relation in a target, as it is known to define the core syntactic
and semantic properties of its dependents (Poria et al. 2014). A dependency head (e.g.,
a noun) has generally one or several dependents (e.g., adjectives, possessives, relative
clauses) that modify it. We made use of the statistical dependency parser implemented
in the Python library spaCy,12 as it has shown to achieve a state-of-the-art performance
(Choi, Tetreault, and Stent 2015). It uses the terms “head” and “child” to describe the
words connected by a single arc in the dependency tree, representing a syntactic relation
that connects the child to its head.

It is important to note that after extracting the dependency heads from each target,
we decided to re-insert two elements to reduce the loss of crucial semantic information:
(i) negation words (i.e., “not”) and (ii) words that form a compound with a head
(e.g., “psychology papers” was tagged as a compound by the dependency parser, hence
“psychology” was preserved, in addition to “papers”). Table 13 presents some example
targets for which dependency heads were extracted. Similarly to the content-words
approach (cf. Table 11), words that had been discarded were replaced by wildcards (“*”).
As shown in Table 14, using dependency heads rather than the original targets allowed
us to collect tweets for 347 out of the 671 targets (52%). Similarly to the two other
approaches, most of the targets were predicted as neutral, yielding an accuracy of 19%.
This is similar to the score obtained with content words and would suggest that the
more general the query, the higher the likelihood of retrieving neutral tweets, or tweets
with a combination of positive and negative sentiment. When discarding the neutral
tweets, however, sentiment analysis accuracy increased to 72.07%.

4.2.5 Verb-Object Patterns as Queries. Finally, we made abstraction by extracting verb–
object (VO) patterns from the targets. As stated by Riloff et al. (2013), verb phrases

12 http://spacy.io.
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Table 13
Original targets versus dependency heads in the targets.

original target dependency heads

write psychology papers write psychology papers

you test my patience * test * patience

monday mornings monday mornings

when you say hi to someone in the * * say * to someone in * hallway * * *
hallway and they completely ignore you ignore *

I work a double on New Year’s Eve and * work * double on * year * eve * *
then most of New Year’s Day most of * year

I have pink eye * have * eye

when someone accidentally deletes * * * deletes everything on * phone
everything on your phone

9 am lectures * am lectures

Table 14
Sentiment analysis accuracy based on a Twitter crawl using dependency heads as queries.

targets coverage accuracy accuracy
(pos/neg/neu) (pos/neg)

content words 52% 19.22% 72.07%

are typical structures for negative situation phrases that are common in ironic tweets.
Table 15 presents some example targets and the VO patterns that were extracted. No
such patterns could be derived for noun phrase targets, which are indicated with “n.a.”
in the table.

Table 16 presents the coverage (i.e., the proportion of targets for which we were
able to retrieve tweets) and sentiment analysis results obtained using VO sequences in
our targets as queries. If more than one VO phrase had been extracted from a target,
we considered the predicted sentiment of all phrases in that target (i.e., “positive” if
all VO strings were positive, “negative” if all were negative, “neutral” if some were
positive and others negative). The method allowed us to collect tweets for 312 out of
the 671 targets (47%), which is more than that obtained with the original targets and
content word targets (because VO patterns are more general than the original or content
word targets), but fewer than the dependency heads approach. Sentiment analysis
performance is slightly lower compared with the other approaches. An explanation is
that extracting VO patterns from concepts or situation phrases implies a greater loss of
information. For instance, reducing the phrase “taking the subway alone at 2:40 a.m.” to
“taking subway” discards the element that invokes the negative sentiment (i.e., “alone
at 2:40 a.m.”). In other examples, keeping only VO patterns implies that the implicit
sentiment of the original target becomes less strong (e.g., “work a double on New Year’s
Eve” → “work double”). Also, Table 15 suggests that considering VO patterns alone
as expressions of implicit sentiment (cf. Riloff et al. 2013) is a too restricted approach,
since many implicit sentiment expressions contain noun phrases as well.

4.2.6 Analysis. In the previous paragraphs, we explored four methods to crawl tweets
for a set of connoted situations (or targets) that were manually annotated. We can
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Table 15
Verb-object patterns of targets.

original target VO pattern

write psychology papers write papers

you test my patience test patience

monday mornings n.a.

when you say hi to someone in the say hi, ignore you
hallway and they completely ignore you

I work a double on New Year’s Eve work double
and then most of New Year’s Day

I have pink eye have eye

when someone accidentally deletes deletes everything
everything on your phone

9 am lectures n.a.

Christmas shopping on 2hrs sleep n.a.

8.30am conference calls n.a.

DC rush hour n.a.

Table 16
Sentiment analysis accuracy based on a Twitter crawl using dependency heads as queries.

targets coverage accuracy accuracy
(pos/neg/neu) (pos/neg)

VO patterns 46.50% 17.68% 68.17%

conclude that applying sentiment analysis to the tweets is a viable method to define the
prototypical sentiment related to the situations (yielding an accuracy of up to 72.20%).
However, our targets being very specific and restricted by the limited search space when
using the Twitter Search API, we were only able to collect tweets for fewer than half of the
targets. Analysis revealed that although some information can be discarded without
meaning loss (e.g., pronouns, determiners), removing other elements (e.g., numerals)
does imply a change in meaning (e.g., “10 hour car drive” versus “hour car drive”).

For practical motivations, we defined a maximum of 500 search results when
crawling tweets. Given that most targets were very specific, and the API restrictions
imply that no historical results can be returned, most targets did not even reach this
maximum. We wanted to investigate, however, whether sentiment accuracy increases
with the number of tweets returned for a target. One could hypothesize that the larger
a set of tweets available for a particular target, the more likely it is that the tweets form
a good representation of the public opinion and hence its prototypical sentiment.

We tested this hypothesis with 34 targets for which we were able to collect 2,000
tweets. We automatically determined the implicit sentiment using an incremental num-
ber of tweets and plotted the results as shown in Figure 7.

As can be inferred from Figure 7, collecting more tweets seems to have a moder-
ate effect on the overall sentiment analysis performance (91% vs. 94%). However, the
increase seems to stagnate at 750 tweets and the scores even decline as the number
of tweets further increases. This would suggest that using more tweets to determine
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Figure 7
Sentiment analysis results by gradually incrementing the number of tweets.

the prototypical sentiment related to a concept does not necessarily provide a better
indication of that sentiment. One reason could be that collecting more tweets could
result in more irrelevant tweets to be retrieved. The effect we measured here is based on
a very small sample (34 targets), so the results should be interpreted carefully.

In sum, an important advantage of using Twitter to infer connotative knowledge,
as compared with SenticNet, is that it allows us to look up phrases without needing
to decompose them when defining implicit sentiment. Moreover, it presents a method
to consult the public opinion in real time about topical concepts before these could
even be inserted in knowledge bases. Two drawbacks of the method are, first, that it
is more complex than a knowledge base look-up as it requires a sufficiently large set of
relevant tweets about a particular concept, and a well-performing sentiment classifier to
determine the prevailing sentiment in these tweets. Second, the prototypical sentiment
of a situation being based on real-time opinions, it might be influenced by crises or
trends, which may cause fluctuations in the public opinion toward a specific concept or
situation. Depending on what one is looking for (i.e., implicit sentiment of a concept
at a particular point in time, or over a longer period), this can be an advantage or
disadvantage.

5. Using Implicit Sentiment for Irony Detection

In the previous section, we showed that analyzing opinions expressed by the “Twitter
crowd” is a good strategy to infer implicit sentiment or connotative knowledge related
to specific concepts or situations. In this section, we combine this method with the
identification of explicit subjective words to define whether a polarity contrast is present
in a tweet and add this information to our SVM classifier. The reported results are
obtained on the held-out test data.

First, it should be noted that a contrast feature (based on explicit polarity words)
was already included as part of the sentiment lexicon features (see Section 3). However,
the feature is not included in the final irony classifier, as the experiments revealed that
combining lexical, semantic, and syntactic features without sentiment features works
best. In this section, we further elaborate this polarity contrast feature by considering
both explicit and implicit polarities and re-evaluate our SVM classifier when informed
with such polarity contrast information. This is done in two ways:

1. By means of a binary feature indicating the presence of a polarity contrast
(i.e., between either explicit or explicit and implicit polarities) in a tweet;
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2. As a class label for irony (i.e., if a polarity contrast is present, the tweet
is ironic, otherwise it is not). This prediction is combined with the SVM
prediction into a hybrid system.

The hybrid system is applied in two flavors: A tweet is predicted as ironic if (i) both the
SVM and clash-based system consider it ironic and (ii) one of the two systems predicts
it as ironic.

5.1 Identifying a Polarity Contrast

The polarity contrast approach to irony detection is implemented in different ways.
First, in ironic tweets, an explicit evaluation can be contrasted with (i) another ex-
plicit evaluation (it is denoted as [exp-exp] in the tables) or (ii) an implied evaluation
([exp-imp] in the tables). We evaluate the system’s performance on detecting both
types of polarity contrasts.

We used the Twitter-based method as described in Section 4.2.3 to define the implicit
sentiment related to so-called targets (see Section 3.2) and made use of sentiment lexi-
cons (cf. Section 3.5) to identify explicit sentiment expressions. The system is evaluated
in two ways: (A) by providing it with gold-standard implicit sentiment and (B) by de-
termining the implicit sentiment of the targets automatically. We illustrate the approach
with Example (24).

(24) I just love when you test my patience!

Evaluation A implies that the system was provided with the target “you test my pa-
tience” and its negative implicit polarity. It subsequently searched for a contrastive
polarity word in the remainder of the tweet using sentiment lexicons (e.g., “love”).
Evaluation B implies that the system was provided with the target “you test my pa-
tience” and automatically defined its implicit sentiment. Like in A, it then searched for
contrastive polarity words in the remainder of the tweet.

Table 17 presents the scores of the system on the test data (cf. Section 3.2). Recall,
precision, and F1 score are calculated on the positive class (i.e., ironic) instances. When
evaluating the system on the entire positive class (i.e., ironic by clash + situational irony +
other irony), we observe that the clash-based system does not outperform the optimal
SVM classifier as described in Section 3 (F1 = 70.11%). This can be explained by the
fact that the contrast system is targeted toward instances where the irony results from a
polarity contrast, which “merely” constitute 70% of the irony class (see earlier). More-
over, analysis of the manual annotations revealed that, in about 50% of the ironic
instances, an irony-related hashtag is required to infer the irony, as shown in the follow-
ing example.

(25) My english.. soo perf in the morning #not

Given that irony-related hashtags like #not are removed from the tweets, such instances
cannot be detected by the polarity contrast system, whereas the SVM classifier might
pick up other indicators of irony (e.g., punctuation, flooding). Our qualitative analysis
further revealed that the systems in set-up 1 and 3 tend to overgenerate, as they also
predict an instance as ironic if contrasting polarity words are found in a tweet, even if it
is not ironic (Example (26)).
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Table 17
Performance of the clash-based system for irony detection using gold-standard and automatic
implicit sentiment information.

positive class clash implicit accuracy precision recall F1
sentiment

1 ironic by clash + [imp-exp] or gold standard (A) 56.99% 57.78% 55.88% 56.81%
situational + other [exp-exp]

2 ironic by clash + [imp-exp] gold standard (A) 61.80% 100% 24.54% 39.40%
situational + other

3 ironic by clash + [imp-exp] or automatic (B) 51.88% 52.86% 45.77% 49.06%
situational + other [exp-exp]

4 ironic by clash + [imp-exp] automatic (B) 55.11% 100% 11.34% 20.37%
situational + other

(26) work hard[NEG] in silence ; let success[POS] make the noise[NEG].

Although the clash-based system does not outperform the SVM classifier, it is worth-
while to note that the former is able to recognize ironic instances (58 to be precise) that
the SVM classifier overlooks, including Examples (27) and (28).

(27) Spending the majority of my day in and out of the doctor[NEG] has been
awesome[POS].

(28) Literally half of the finals i have this semester are today[NEG] , and that’s totally
not stressful[POS] at all!

Moreover, being able to recognize implicit–explicit contrasts, the system achieves
maximum precision.

5.2 Irony Detection Based on (Implicit) Polarity Contrasts

In a next step, we used the polarity contrast system as described in the previous
paragraph to inform our SVM-based irony classifier. As explained in the introduction
of this section, we combined the information provided by the two systems in two ways.
First, we included the output of the contrast-based method as a binary feature for the
SVM classifier. The output of the polarity contrast system was added as a binary value
(i.e., 1/0 if a polarity contrast was present/absent in the tweet) to the feature space of
the SVM classifier. Next, the model was retrained and evaluated on the test corpus (see
Table 18). We considered the original SVM classifier as the baseline. As can be deduced
from the table, adding a polarity contrast feature only caused a slight performance
improvement if gold-standard implicit information was used. Precision went up by
1.3 points, but recall of the system decreased by 1.2 points. When using automatically
derived implicit sentiment, the system scored equally compared to the baseline, hence
the feature does not seem to add crucial information to the model. As was also observed
in the qualitative analysis described in Section 3.8.4, classification errors on the ironic by
clash category mainly include tweets where a polarity contrast is difficult to perceive,
even if implicit sentiment is taken into account. Examples are tweets where the only clue
for a polarity contrast was an irony-related hashtag (Examples (25) and (12)) and tweets
where the contrasting polarity is difficult to grasp, for instance when in a concatenated
hashtag (e.g., “#thisonlygetsbetter”).
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Table 18
Performance of the SVM+clash system for irony detection using gold-standard and automatic
implicit sentiment information.

system positive class implicit accuracy precision recall F1
sentiment

baseline
SVM (lex+sem+synt) ironic by clash + - 69.21 68.92 71.34% 70.11%

situational + other

SVM+clash feat. ironic by clash + gold standard 69.83% 70.25% 70.10% 70.18%
situational + other

SVM+clash feat. ironic by clash + automatic 69.21% 68.92% 71.34% 70.11%
situational + other

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the baseline exploits a rich and optimized
feature set and that, with over 36,000 information sources, the feature space is very
large. This might limit the effect of adding one single feature to the space, and individual
feature selection will be investigated in the future to gain better insights into the system
performance.

In a second set of experiments, we implemented a hybrid system for irony detec-
tion. Two conditions were tested for the system to define whether an instance was
ironic: (i) both systems predicted the tweet as ironic (AND-combination), and (ii) one
of the two systems predicted the tweet as ironic (OR-combination). Table 19 presents the
results of this hybrid irony detection system. The table reveals that, when looking at
the combined set-ups, systems 1 and 2 outperform 3 and 4, as the former rely on gold-
standard implicit sentiment information. Whereas the baseline scores best in terms of
F1 score, systems 2 and 4 yield much higher recall, showing that both approaches are
complementary, and system 1 and 3 outperform the baseline in terms of precision. This
makes logical sense, because 1 and 3 require both systems to predict an instance as
ironic for the final prediction. When comparing the results with Table 18, we observe
that depending on how the two systems are combined (i.e., AND/OR), precision and
recall are substantially better than when including polarity contrast as a feature. This
demonstrates that polarity contrast information has a strong potential to improve irony
detection, on the condition that the information provided by both systems (i.e., SVM
and polarity contrast) is properly combined.

Finally, given that the contrast-based method is targeted toward instances of irony
that include a polarity clash, we calculated its performance on this specific irony type
in the test corpus. This confirmed the validity of the contrast-based approach as we
observed that, when combining the original SVM with a polarity contrast system (OR-
combination), we were able to recognize 96% of the ironic by clash instances if no
hashtag was required to infer the irony.

Overall, the results demonstrate that our approach compares favorably with that of
Riloff et al. (2013), who applied bootstrapped learning to extract positive sentiment and
negative situation phrases from hashtag-labeled ironic tweets. Their combined method
(contrast-based system + SVM classifier) yielded an F-score of 51% and recall of 44%.
Moreover, whereas their approach requires a large irony corpus to extract implicit sen-
timent phrases, we were able to recognize implicit sentiment based on real-time Twitter
data, without requiring any other training data than the annotated targets. As opposed
to the researchers, however, we did not address the problem of identifying implicit
sentiment phrases in text, but started from manually annotated targets. Identifying
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such targets automatically in tweets will, however, be an interesting direction for future
research.

6. Conclusions

This article set out to explore automatic irony detection on Twitter by making use of
implicit sentiment. We present, to our knowledge, the first approach to include explicit
and implicit polarity contrast information for irony detection based on prototypical
sentiment that is automatically extracted from real-time tweets.

We developed an SVM-based irony detection system exploiting lexical, syntactic,
and semantic features that is trained on a manually annotated irony corpus. Similar fea-
tures are commonly used in irony literature, but we expanded our lexical and semantic
feature sets with, respectively, language model features and word cluster information—
two features that have, to our knowledge, not been sufficiently explored for this task.
Using these feature groups, a series of binary classification experiments were carried
out and evaluated against three baselines. Using a combined feature set, our classifier
yielded an F1 score of 70.11% and outperformed the strong character n-gram base-
line. While our experiments describe manual feature group selection, weighting and
selecting individual features will be a crucial direction for future work to optimize the
classifier by removing redundant information and gaining more insights into the most
contributive features for irony detection.

We found that the classifier performs best on ironic instances with a polarity con-
trast, although this category presents an important challenge, being implicit or proto-
typical sentiment related to particular situations (e.g., “going to the dentist”), which
cannot be captured using traditional sentiment lexicons. We therefore investigated how
such implicit sentiment can automatically be inferred. Starting from manually anno-
tated connoted situations (targets), we determined their prototypical sentiment using
SenticNet 4 and real-time crawled tweets. The experiments revealed that applying sen-
timent analysis to a set of tweets about a concept or situation is a viable method to
determine the implicit sentiment related to that concept or situation. Knowledge bases
like SenticNet, by contrast, are often restricted by their limited coverage, static character,
and tendency to contain mainly individual words instead of concepts or phrases. Being
able to infer implicit sentiment automatically with real-time tweets (accuracy = 72%), we

Table 19
Performance of the hybrid approach to detecting irony using automatic and gold-standard
implicit sentiment information.

system positive class implicit accuracy precision recall F1
sentiment

baseline
SVM (lex+sem+synt) ironic by clash + - 69.21% 68.92% 71.34% 70.11

situational + other

1 AND-combination ironic by clash + gold standard 63.78% 73.96% 43.92% 55.11%
situational + other

2 OR-combination ironic by clash + gold standard 62.42% 59.15% 83.30% 69.18%
situational + other

3 AND-combination ironic by clash + automatic 58.98% 69.01% 34.43% 45.94%
situational + other

4 OR-combination ironic by clash + automatic 62.11% 58.97% 82.68% 68.84%
situational + other
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informed our irony detection system with explicit and implicit polarity contrast infor-
mation and observed a high recall of the system, especially on ironic by clash instances.

As we started from manually annotated targets, an important direction for future
work will be to identify such targets (or connoted situations) automatically in tweets,
namely, in which text spans are they realized? Furthermore, while the annotation guide-
lines distinguish between different irony types, the present research approaches irony
detection as a binary classification task and hence provides insights into the feasibil-
ity of irony detection in general. However, fine-grained irony classification might be
worthwhile in the future, to be able to detect specifically ironic tweets in which a
polarity inversion takes place.

Finally, we collected our irony corpus with the hashtags #irony, #sarcasm, and #not
and manually annotated different irony types irrespective of the hashtags present in a
particular tweet. As was shown by Sulis et al. (2016), different irony hashtags are likely
to indicate different types of irony, which are easier or more difficult to detect by a
classifier. Exploring the performance of our classifier on tweets with the hashtag #irony
versus tweets with #sarcasm and #not will therefore constitute an interesting research
direction in the future.
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